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Abstract

Background/Aims: Regulatory volume decrease (RVD) in response to acute cell swelling is well described and KCNK5 (also known as TASK-2 or $K_{\text{irr}}^{\text{irr}}$) has been shown to be the volume sensitive $K^+$ channel in Ehrlich cells. Very little is, on the other hand, known about the effects of long-term hypotonicity on expression and function of KCNK5, thus we have investigated the effect of long-term hypotonicity (24h – 48h) on KCNK5 in Ehrlich cells on the mRNA, protein and physiological levels.

Methods: Physiological effects of long-term hypotonicity were measured using patch-clamp and Coulter counter techniques. Expression patterns of KCNK5 on mRNA and protein levels were established using real-time qPCR and western blotting respectively.

Results: The maximum swelling-activated current through KCNK5 was significantly decreased upon 48h of hypotonicity and likewise the RVD response was significantly impaired after both 24 and 48h of hypotonic stimulation. No significant differences in the KCNK5 mRNA expression patterns between control and stimulated cells were observed, but a significant decrease in the KCNK5 protein level 48h after stimulation was found.

Conclusion: The data suggest that the strong physiological impairment of KCNK5 in Ehrlich cells after long-term hypotonic stimulation is predominantly due to down-regulation of the KCNK5 protein synthesis.

Copyright © 2013 S. Karger AG, Basel
Introduction

Mammalian cells, with some exceptions, are susceptible to changes in intra- or extracellular amount of osmolytes due to the combination of aquaporins present in the membrane and an osmotic pressure across the membrane. An acute decrease in extracellular or increase in intracellular osmolarity respectively, will in most cells result in water uptake and thus in cell swelling. The cell homeostasis is very vulnerable to volume changes and to counteract swelling the cell possess different regulatory mechanisms involving efflux of osmolytes through ion channels and membrane transporters – a response known as regulatory volume decrease (RVD). It is estimated that 70% of the osmolyte efflux in Ehrlich ascites tumor (EAT) cells during RVD is KCl efflux [1] and the remaining 30% is due to the efflux of organic osmolytes [2]. For a detailed description of the mechanisms of volume regulation see [3, 4]. In EAT cells and Ehrlich lettré ascites (ELA) cells the volume sensitive channels are the two-pore domain K⁺ channel KCNK5 (also known as TASK-2 - TWIK-related Acid-Sensitive K⁺ channel 2 or K₅.1) [5-7], and the volume regulated anion channel (VRAC, Iᵥvad) [8]. KCNK5 has, besides in Ehrlich cells [5-7], also been shown to be involved in RVD in other cell types including mouse proximal tubules [9], T lymphocytes [10, 11], murine spermatozoa [12] and retinal glial cells [13]. It has previously been shown that the rate limiting factor in RVD in EAT cells is the volume sensitive K⁺ efflux and thus the efflux through the KCNK5 channel [14], making an altered RVD response very likely to be due to changes related to this channel. For a recent review on KCNK5 see [15].

Response to hypotonicity can be divided into an acute and a long-term phase. The acute phase, which includes RVD, happens within minutes of cell swelling. During long-time exposure to osmolarity changes, the cell uses other mechanisms to ensure a steady intracellular environment, such as an altered gene expression and an altered protein synthesis [16]. The role of KCNK5 in acute volume regulation is well described in different cell types (see above). It has previously been shown how the KCNK5 channel is tyrosine phosphorylated after acute cell swelling in an time dependent manner [17] and recently it has been shown how KCNK5 is inhibited by Gβγ subunits of heteromeric G protein and thereby how a G protein coupled mechanism also can regulate the KCNK5 channel [18].

Effects of long-term hypertonicity is well studied and is known to elicit an increase in gene transcription of a number of osmoregulatory genes, which will affect the uptake and synthesis of organic osmolytes (see [4, 19]). On the other hand only very limited work has been done on the effects of long-term hypotonicity on cells, thus a potential role for KCNK5 in long-term regulation has never been studied. Preliminary studies (referred in [4]) using micro array screening suggested that the expression of KCNK5 is 2.7 times down-regulated at 48 hours in a hypotonic medium correlating with preliminary measurements of the maximum swelling-activated KCNK5 current. The purpose of this study was thus to examine the effect of long-term hypotonicity on mRNA-, protein- and functional levels of the KCNK5 channel.

Materials and Methods

Solutions and materials

Hypotonic media (180 mOsm) for long-term hypotonic stimulation was obtained by diluting growth media with buffered water, containing 5 mM HEPES, 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (p/s), pH 7.4. The solution was sterile filtered before use. Patch-clamp experiments: hypotonic NaCl Ringer’s solution (180 mOsm) contained in mM: 71 Na⁺, 5 K⁺, 1 Mg²⁺, 1 Ca²⁺, 38 Cl⁻, 33 gluconate, 10 HEPES, pH 7.4. Isotonic Ringer’s solution (300 mOsm) was generated by addition of 110 mM mannitol and contained only 5 mM HEPES. The pipette solution contained in mM: 2 Na⁺, 116 K⁺, 1.2 Mg²⁺, 42.4 Cl⁻, 62 gluconate, 10 HEPES, 30 mannitol, 10 EGTA, 2.5 ATP and 0.1 GTP. Coulter counter experiments: hypotonic Ringer’s solution (180 mOsm) contained in mM: 72 Na⁺, 74.5 Cl⁻, 2.5 K⁺, 0.5 Mg²⁺, 0.5 SO₄²⁻, 0.5 HPo₄³⁻, 0.5 Ca²⁺, 3.3 MOPS, 3.3 TES and 5 HEPES, pH 7.4. Isotonic Ringer’s solution (300 mOsm) was obtained by the addition of sucrose.
**Cell cultures**

ELA cells and EAT cells were cultured in RPMI\textsubscript{1640} medium supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% p/s at 37 °C and 5% CO\textsubscript{2}. EAT and ELA cells were maintained by transferring 1 ml cell suspension to 10 ml fresh RPMI\textsubscript{1640} medium every 3-4 days. ELA cells were loosened from the surface by trypsination, 1.5 ml 0.25% trypsin/EDTA solution per T-75 culture flask. Only passages 6-30 were used for experiments.

**Patch-clamp measurements**

ELA cells were kept in isotonic (300 mOsm) or hypotonic medium (180 mOsm) for 24 or 48 hours and transferred to 25 mm cover-slips after which they were placed in a chamber mounted on an inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 10, Carl Zeiss, Germany). Solution shifts were generated using gravity-fed and pump-suction mechanisms. The current was measured using standard whole-cell patch-clamp using a suitable amplifier (Axopatch 200B, Axon instruments, California, USA). A Digidata 1200 Interface board and pClamp7 software (Axon Instruments) were used to generate voltage-clamp command voltages, and to digitize data. In the cell attached configuration, prior to establishing the whole-cell configuration the fast capacity transients were eliminated. Following whole-cell formation, the series resistance and the whole-cell capacitance were compensated and annulled with mean values that did not change significantly during experiments [20]. Pipettes were made from Vitrex glass capillary tubing with an outside diameter of 1.7 mm (Modulohm, Herlev, Denmark) using a Narishige PP-830 puller (Tokyo, Japan) and had resistances of ≈4 MΩ. All experiments were carried out at 37 °C.

IK was measured as previously described in [5]. Briefly, the membrane potential was clamped in pulses of 500 ms at the equilibrium potential for Cl\textsuperscript{-} which was 5 mv during isotonic conditions and 0 mv under hypotonic conditions and these reversal potentials have previously proven to be good estimates [5, 6, 21]. The voltage correction was due to a dilution of the intracellular ion compositions as a result of hypotonicity and the following cell swelling. The current increase was measured after 300 sec of hypotonic stimulation and taken relative to the cell membrane surface (pF).

**mRNA measurements**

ELA and EAT cells were stimulated with hypotonic media (180 mOsm) or isotonic media (300 mOsm) for 24 or 48 hours and lysed in RNA lysis buffer (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany). RNA was purified from lysates using NucleoSpin® RNA II (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Reverse transcriptase PCR with SuperScript II and oligo(dT)\textsubscript{12-18} Primer (Invitrogen, Life Technologies, Naerum, Denmark) was used to generate cDNA from the purified mRNA and performed on an Eppendorf Mastercycler: In a total of 10 µl ddH\textsubscript{2}O, dNTP mix (500 µM) and oligo(dT)\textsubscript{12-18} Primer (500 ng) was mixed on ice, 1 µg mRNA was added and incubated for 5 min at 65 °C. The solution was put on ice and briefly centrifuged. 4 µl 5 x first strand buffer, DTT (10 µM) and 1 µl ddH\textsubscript{2}O was subsequently added and the solution incubated for 2 min at 42 °C. 1 µl SuperScript II was added and incubated at 42 °C for 50 min followed by incubation at 70 °C for 15 min and ending at 4 °C. Real-time qPCR was performed in triplicates using the Stratagene MX4000 PCR system, Brilliant® II SYBR® Green QPCR Master Mix (Stratagene, Agilent Technologies) and the following primers: mKCNK5 forward: 5’-GTC AAG GCC ACT TGG TGA GG-3’ and mKCNK5 reverse: 5’-TGC TGG TGA AGG TGG ACT CA-3’ (KCNK5 GenBank accession number NM_021542) and ARP: mARP forward: 5’-CTC GAG TCA AGG CAG GTG G-3’ and mARP reverse: 5’-AGG TGG TCA ATC TTG TTT CTA-3’ (GenBank accession number NM_007475), which was used as reference gene. 10 µl Master Mix, 0.4 µl forward and reverse primer (200 nM final concentration), 0.4 µl 500 x diluted ROX II reference dye (40 nM final concentration), 7.8 µl ddH\textsubscript{2}O and 1 µl cDNA was mixed and quantification was done using the following cycles: 95 °C 10 min and 95 °C 30 sec, 58 °C 1 min, 72 °C 30 sec x 40. Standard curves were done in order to measure primer efficiency which was adjusted for in calculations. Primers were selected using Primer3 software and purchased from MWG Eurofins (Germany). Quantification was carried out using the Pfaffl method [22].

**SDS-PAGE and western blotting**

ELA and EAT cells were stimulated with isotonic or hypotonic media for 24 or 48 h and subsequently lysed in 95 °C lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 1% SDS and 20 mM EDTA) with protease inhibitors (Roche Applied Science) and phosphatase inhibitors added. SDS-PAGE and western blotting were performed as previously described [17]. Briefly, we used a SDS-PAGE-western blotting system from Invitrogen (Life Science Products). Briefly, the membrane potential was clamped in
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technologies) and with the following antibodies; KCNK5 (Alomone Lab., Israel) 1:250 and β-actin (Sigma-Aldrich) 1:1000. Since we use two different antibodies on every blot, membranes were cut around 50 kDa letting us visualize both KCNK5 and β-actin (65 and 42 kDa respectively) using BCIP/NBT. Protein bands were quantified using UN-SCAN-IT software.

**Cell membrane protein labeling and purification**

ELA cells were grown in 40% hypotonic medium (180 mOsm, standard medium diluted with buffered water, see above) or isotonic medium (300 mOsm, standard medium) for 48h before cell membrane purification. Cell membrane proteins were isolated using Pierce Cell Surface Protein Isolation Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to manufactures instructions. SDS-PAGE and western blotting was used to analyze the amount of KCNK5 in whole cell lysate as well as purified samples (see above).

**Cell volume measurements**

Absolute cell volume was measured by electronic cell sizing using the Coulter Multisizer II (Coulter, Luton, UK) with a tube orifice of 100 µm. For each experiment 2.5x10⁶ cells were used and cell volume was determined as the median of the cell volume curves after calibration with latex beads (15 µm). Cells were either kept in isotonic (300 mOsm) medium or in a 40% hypotonic medium for 24 or 48h. Prior to cell volume measurements cells were centrifuged and resuspended in standard medium (isotonic) were they were kept for 30 min in order to acclimatize before experiencing a hypotonic chock. The duration in standard medium allowed the cells to adapt to the changed environment without influencing protein synthesis and gene transcription. It should be mentioned that the cells shrink when transferred from the hypotonic into the isotonic medium and thus perform a regulatory volume increase (RVI) process. As KCNK5 channels are inhibited in shrunken cells [7, 18] we have included the 30 min isotonic acclimatization period and have controlled that there is no significant difference between the cell volumes in the three experimental groups. The mean isotonic, the 24h and 48 h hypotonic pre-treatment cell volumes were 803.7±61.5 µm³, 829.7±58 µm³ and 783.7±46.9 µm³ respectively, with no significant difference between the control and pre-treated cells.

All Ringer's solutions were micro-filtered (Millipore, 0.45 µM) before use. Volume recovery was estimated as \( \frac{V_{\text{max}} - V_{4\text{min}}}{V_{\text{iso}}} \), where \( V_{\text{max}} \), \( V_{\text{4min}} \) and \( V_{\text{iso}} \) are the maximal cell volume, cell volume at time 4 min and cell volume under isotonic conditions, respectively.

**Statistics**

Student’s T-test and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test for statistical significance. 95% and 99% levels of significance were shown by one star or two stars respectively.

**Results**

Patch-clamp studies revealed a decreased maximum swelling-activated current in ELA cells upon 48h of hypotonicity

Fig. 1 shows the maximum swelling-activated K⁺ current through the volume sensitive K⁺ channel and it is seen that after 24h there is a decreased K⁺ current (not significant). This
is supported by experiments measuring K\(^{+}\) efflux after 24h hypotonic incubation using \(^{86}\text{Rb}^{+}\) as a tracer. We found that the rate constant for the swelling-activated K\(^{+}\) efflux in stimulated cells was lower than in control cells. At 12 minutes after cell swelling the rate constant was 0.0134 in stimulated cells compared to 0.0154 in the control cells (data not shown), thus supporting the results obtained by patch-clamp. After 48h of hypotonicity the maximum swelling-activated current through KCNK5 was significantly decreased from 28.7 ± 7.2 pA/pF to 7.0 ± 2.1 pA/pF corresponding to a decrease of 75.6%.

**Fig. 2.** RVD in EAT cells. A Coulter counter was used to measure the volume of isotonic control (300 mOsm) and long-term (24 or 48h) hypotonically (180 mOsm) treated EAT cells. A: representative figure showing relative RVD over time (sec) for untreated control cells and cells kept in hypotonic medium for 24 or 48 h. B: Mean volume recovery of n=5 experiments after 4 min was calculated as \((V_{\text{max}}-V_{\text{4min}})/(V_{\text{max}}-V_{\text{iso}}))\), where \(V_{\text{max}}, V_{\text{4min}}\) and \(V_{\text{iso}}\) are the maximal cell volume, cell volume at time 4 min and cell volume under isotonic conditions, respectively. C: initial rate of RVD or the slope was calculated (n=5) using linear regression on the linear part of the RVD curve, from maximum volume to the end of linearity. One-way ANOVA was used to test for statistical significance and two stars (**) indicate a 99% significance level.

**Long-term exposure to hypotonicity (24 and 48 h) decreased RVD in EAT cells**

In addition we studied the effect of 24 and 48 hours hypotonicity (180 mOsm) on RVD in EAT cells (Fig. 2) and found that after both 24h and 48h RVd was significantly decreased both when looking at % recovery after 4 min (Fig. 2A+B) and at the initial rate of RVD (Fig. 2A+C). 24h of hypotonic stimulation resulted in a decreased RVD when re-exposing the cells to hypotonicity, with a recovery after 4 minutes of 19.3 ± 1.33% compared with 41.5 ± 2.51% seen in the control cells (Fig. 2B), corresponding to a 53% decrease. When looking at the initial rate of RVD, 24h of hypotonicity resulted in a relative decrease in the rate of RVD to 46.5±3.79% compared to untreated control cells (Fig. 2D). After 48h the initial rate of RVD was further decreased to 30.8±3.69% compared to untreated control cells equal to a 69% RVD inhibition (Fig. 2D). The % recovery after 4 min was decreased to 12±1.51% compared to 41.5±2.51% of the control cells corresponding to a 71% decrease after 48h of hypotonicity.
There was no significantly change in mRNA levels in EAT and ELA cells upon long-term hypotonicity

To further elucidate the nature of the decreased physiological function of the KCNK5 channel we investigated the expression of KCNK5 on mRNA and protein levels.

Real-time qPCR was performed on treated (48h of hypotonicity) and untreated (control) EAT and ELA cells and fig. 3 shows the mRNA expression data for ELA (Fig. 3A) and EAT (Fig. 3B) cells upon long-term hypotonicity. It is seen that even though there is a 10.6% decrease in mRNA levels in 48h hypotonically treated ELA cells compared to the untreated control cells the decrease is not significant. In the EAT cells an apparent increase in KCNK5 mRNA was detected, though the difference was also not significant.

KCNK5 protein levels were significantly decreased in EAT and ELA cells upon 48h of hypotonically exposure

Western blot analysis on EAT and ELA cells revealed a significant decrease in KCNK5 protein expression levels after 48h, but not after 24h of hypotonically stimulation. Fig. 4A shows how the mean KCNK5 protein level in EAT cells is approximately the same in both control cells and after 24h of hypotonicity, but is significantly decreased to 70±4.4% after 48h of treatment. The same analysis in ELA cells likewise revealed a significant difference between protein amount in control and treated cells (Fig. 4B). After 48h of hypotonicity a ≈30% decrease to 70.9±12.2% was seen, while an apparent increase (not significant) after 24h was observed. The results were confirmed in a single experiment by measuring cell surface KCNK5 protein amount using membrane protein biotinylation and showing how 48h of hypotonic treatment decreases the amount of KCNK5 protein inserted into the ELA membrane by approximately 50%, thus confirming and not very different from the decrease seen in total KCNK5 protein (see Fig 4C).

Discussion

Since the KCNK5 channel is a very important player in the RVD response in Ehrlich cells, we investigated a possible effect of long-term hypotonicity on RVD and on KCNK5 mRNA and protein expression. The RVD measurements were performed on the EAT cell line using a Coulter Counter. EAT cells were chosen for these volume measurements since the most accurate volume measurements are obtained on cells in suspension. A significant
impairment of RVD was found both after 24 and 48 hours of long-term exposure to the hypotonic medium. The inhibited RVD performance in EAT cells could reflect a decreased function of either KCNK5 (K⁺) or of VRAC (Cl⁻). However since the KCNK5 channel is the rate limiting factor for RVD in these cells [14] and since patch-clamp measurements showed a decreased maximum swelling-activated current through KCNK5 upon long-term hypotonic stimulation, the results were taken to indicate a down-regulation of the KCNK5 channels or reduced ability of the KCNK5 channel during RVD.

The physiological impairment of RVD and of the maximum swelling-activated K⁺ current through KCNK5 channels could be due to regulation on a number of levels such as I) a down-regulation of KCNK5 protein synthesis II) KCNK5 mRNA transcription III) post-translational modifications resulting in an inhibited channel function IV) an unknown regulatory mechanism “turning off” the channel V) an internalization of membrane embedded channels or a combination of the above. We found that there was no significant difference between the mRNA amount of KCNK5 in control cells compared to hypotonic stimulated cells which were true in both EAT and ELA cells. Since there was no significant difference in the mRNA expression pattern between control and stimulated cells we conclude that the physiological changes most likely are not due to regulation on the transcriptional level. It might be argued that cells with down-regulated KCNK5 expression could have died before 48h and this is why no decrease in mRNA level is seen. However, the fact that we do see a clear down-regulation at the protein level argues against the possibility.

Although there was no effect of long-term stimulation on gene transcription levels, we found significant lower levels of KCNK5 protein after 48h of hypotonicity in both cell
lines, thus indicating a higher degree of KCNK5 protein degradation or decreased synthesis of the KCNK5 protein. Our results were further substantiated in one experiment, where it was shown how 48h of long-term hypotonicity resulted in a decrease in KCNK5 protein present in the plasma membrane, thus supporting the theory that long-term hypotonicity decreases KCNK5 protein expression and may in addition cause an altered KCNK5 sorting to the membrane. As the decrease in membrane bound KCNK5 was not very different from the total decrease in KCNK5 protein, we have not looked further into this.

At least three factors could influence this change in KCNK5 protein expression level: the lowered ion strength, the decrease in K$^+$ concentration and the decreased Cl$^-$ concentration all generated by the response to the hypotonic medium. We speculate if e.g. the decreased K$^+$ concentration could prompt the cells to down-regulate the K$^+$ leak-channel KCNK5 in order to govern the smaller amount of K$^+$ more strictly. The lowered Cl$^-$ concentration could result in the same mechanisms, but since we are dealing with a significant decrease in KCNK5 protein expression, we suggest that the physiological changes are predominantly due to alterations in potassium rather that in chloride level.

To our knowledge not much work has been published on long-term effects of hypotonicity on protein synthesis but it should be noted that it has been shown that protein synthesis is up-regulated in hepatocytes of air-breathing walking catfish upon hypotonicity ($\approx$ 2 hours) [23]. Since we are dealing with a down-regulation of the KCNK5 protein this is thus not likely to be caused by a general effect on the protein synthesis but rather by a specific effect on the KCNK5 protein synthesis or breakdown.

There is a time discrepancy between the physiological data and the protein expression data obtained in EAT cells, since there is a significant impairment of RVD in EAT cells already after 24h of hypotonicity but the down-regulation of KCNK5 protein amount is first detectable after 48h of hypotonicity. It is likely that this is caused by a regulatory inhibition of the channel followed by a later decrease in protein synthesis. This has not been further investigated.

Taken together our results show that the clear physiological changes of the KCNK5 channel in Erhlich cells upon long-term hypotonic stimulation is predominantly due to a decreased protein synthesis. We cannot rule out other regulatory mechanisms as contributors to the down-regulation of the maximum swelling-activated KCNK5 current seen after long-term hypotonicity. We have previously shown how protein tyrosine kinases are vital in KCNK5 channel opening and that tyrosine phosphatases are important for the closing of the channel upon a swelling-mediated activation of the channel [17], and it has furthermore been suggested that KCNK5 activation can be modulated by G protein G$\beta$y subunits [18]. Thus an altered tyrosine kinase/phosphatase profile or changes in the G protein coupled mechanism could potentially be involved in the functional inhibition of KCNK5.
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### Abbreviations

ANOVA (Analysis of variance); ARP (Acidic ribosomal protein); cDNA (Complementary DNA); EAT (Ehrlich Ascites Tumor); EDTA (Ethlyenediaminetetraacetic acid); EGTA (Ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid); ELA (Ehrlich Lettré Ascites); HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid); KCNK5 (Also known as TASK-2 or K$_2$P$^{5.1}$); MOPS (3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid); mRNA (messenger RNA); p/s (Penicillin/streptomycin); pA/pF (picoampere/picofarad); RVD (Regulatory volume decrease); TASK-2 (Twik-related Acid Sensitive K$^+$ channel 2); TES (1,3-dihydroxy-2-(hydroxymethyl)propan-2-yl]amino]ethanesulfonic acid); VRAC (Volume Regulated Anion Channel); qPCR (quantitative polymerase chain reaction).
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